NOVEMBER MEETING--JASON WALKER of MIDWEST AUDIO for COINCIDENT LOUDSPEAKERS and ELECTRONICS; BOB CLANFIELD from COSMOS with AMARRA, DROBO, and MAC

We are pleased to welcome Jason Walker of Midwest Audio in South Bend, a dealer for Coincident Loudspeakers and Electronics from Canada (http://www.coincidentspeaker.com/). Coincident speakers and electronics have received significant praise from the audiophile press. The top of the line speaker which will be demoed at the meeting, the Pure Reference Extreme, received an Absolute Golden Ear Award in 2011 and an Editors Choice Award in 2012. The tube electronics have also received recognition on the website. Please review the website for details on the products and Jason's information.

Jason will be bringing the following system:

Coincident Pure Reference Extreme Loudspeakers

Coincident Statement Phono/Line Preamplifier

Coincident 211P Dragon Mk II Mono Amplifiers

Laptop with JRiver and Bladelius USB DAC

Our member Bob Clanfield from COSMOS (www.accessyourlifestyle.com) will also bring a source consisting of the following:
Sonic Studio (Amarra) Model 4 with iSCSI Interface  
/includes DAC and Preamp/

DROBO PRO iSCSI Disk Array 

Mac Mini 

In addition, Bob will briefly explain his new interactive metadata app to enhance your enjoyment of music called MuseOLOGys, and welcomes feedback from the group about his project.

We will be able to hear and compare a PC and Mac computer audio front end AND will also be able to play your favorite CDs through the MAC as well.

BE THERE this Sunday to hear the rarely heard, but highly regarded Coincident speakers and electronics, with excellent computer audio, as well as your favorite CDs.
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